
Your weight doe
s not

define your wo
rth

B O D Y  I M A G E  &

P E R C E T I O N  

1.Confidentiality & Respect

2.Safe space no judgement towards   
others

3. Session will start & finish on
time

4. If individuals disclose any
information which may cause
concern FS staff have a duty of
care to discuss with safeguarding
team

Group Rules
Workshop Aims

To understand the term
"body image & perception

The effects of media &
society on body image &
accepting change

To understand the
functioning body & bodily
changes over the course of
a lifespan

Accepting change, self
care and thinking ahead

This group is not a
bout "FIXING" your

body image. It's ab
out ecploring it &

understanding why
 it is so important

"You are imperfect

Permanently &

inevitably flawed.

And you are

BEAUTIFUL"

What is your 
name?

 

If you had a

superpower wh
at

would you cho
ose &

why?

 

Weather repor
t

check in..how
 are

you feeling t
oday?

"who cares if th
ere are lumps 

on my

thighs? I'm guilty of havin
g human legs

made up of fat, 
muscle & skin &

sometimes wehen
 you sit they ge

t bumpy -

Kirstin Bell 

What are 
your FEAR

S &

HOPES of 
attending

 this

workshop?

How would y
ou

define Body
 Image?!

 

In breakout
 groups

let's just 
take 5

minutes to 
have a

discussion 
and then

feed back a
s a

whole group
 

Body Image - definition....

"....how an individual sees their

physical self & their thoughts &

feelings surrounding that image,

whether positive, negative or both

resulting from what they perceive" 

There are 4 Aspects to Body Image

 Perceptual Affective
Cognitive Behavioural 

The 4 Aspects of Body Image

Perceptual

This is not always a 

correct representation

of how you actually look
For Example.....

A person may see themselves 

as overweight when they 

are actually underweight

This relates to the

amount of satisfaction

or dissatisfaction you

feel about your

shape, weight &

individual body parts

Affective

The way you "FEEL" about 

your body
How you "SEE" your body

Cognitive

This can lead to

preoccupation with body

shape & weight 

Behavioural 
Behaviours in which you 

engage in as a result of 

the perceptual, affective 

& cogntive

eg. People will feel

better about themselves if

they are thinner, bigger

or more muscular

A person may isolate 

themselves because they feel 

bad about how they look or

employ destructive behaviours

(eg. over exercise,

disordered eating)

as a means to change appearance

The 4 Aspects of Body Image

How you "THINK" about

your body

Body Dissatisfaction?

"Disturbance in the way in which
ones weight, size or shape is
experienced & the undue influence
of body shape & weight on self-
evaluation"

It can take a while to change this
thinking which can be scary & 
frustrating!

TIMEOUT
TIMEOUT
TIMEOUT

FEEDBACKFEEDBACKFEEDBACK

Using the template  in the

workbook..have a think about how

body image impacts on a persons

life 

 Taking into consideration your own

personal experiences take 5 minutes to

jot down both positive & negative

impacts body image has on an

individuals life

Consider thoughts, emotions

and behaviours Pop the kettle on 

PAUSE 

Let's take 10 minutes

Old Lady?

Young Lady?

Both?

W H A T  D O  Y O U  S E E ?
W H A T  I S  P E R C E P T I O N ?

It is not simply a physiological

representation of what we are

looking at, but the brains

interpretation of what we are

looking at; which is based on past

experiences and preconceptions.  

Perception alters what humans see, into

a diluted version of reality. When

people view something with a

preconceived idea about it, they tend to

take those preconceived ideas and see

them whether or not they are there. 

Errors in
 percepti

on can

effect ou
r body im

age. Our

body imag
e is diff

erent

from our 
physical 

body and

certain b
ehaviours

 (such

as freque
nt checki

ng)

serve to 
reinforce

 negatve

body imag
e percept

ion

Research into Body Image has generally shown that people generally have

inaccurate perceptions of their body



PERCEPTION VIDEO

What do you do that reinforces

your body distortions....

TAke 5 minutes t
o jot things

 down and
 lets have 

a discussio
n

QUESTION.....
Compulsive or repetitive behaviour 

Camouflaging (with body position, clothing, makeup, hair, hats, etc.) 

Making comparisons to others' appearance 

Seeking surgery 

Checking in a mirror/ focusing on one body part 

Avoiding mirrors 

Excessive grooming 

Excessive exercise 

Changing clothes excessively 

Become distressed by a particular area of their body 

Being secretive and reluctant to seek help, because they believe

others will see them as vain or self-obsessed 

Examples of reinforcing distortions.....
WHY IS POSITIVE BODY IMAGE

IMPORTANT...?

Self EsteemSelf EsteemSelf Esteem
...dictates how a perspon feels about themselves

and can infiltrate every aspect of life, and

contribute to their happiness & well-being.

Self AcceptanceSelf AcceptanceSelf Acceptance
....makes a person more likely to feel

comfortable and happy with the way they look

and less likely to feel impacted by

unrealistic images in the media & societal

pressures to look a certain way

Let's take

another 5!

What do 
we mea

n by "Ideal B
ody

Image?"

‘Ideal’ body image is the
phrase used to refer to
the body size determined
by one’s cultural group to
characterise beauty and/or
success in achievement of
that physical state as
defined by the group. 

"IDEAL BODY IMAGE - Definition.....

Martin & Jeanne 2010 (Nutrition today) The development of ideal body image

perceptions in the United States

TASK.....

What are the sources of media?

 
What are the male & female

beauty idea as represented in

the media?

Overcoming Negative Media Effects

In break out rooms....

 
Think about how the media

influences you....

 

Consider the effects and impact

this has on your appearance,

behaviour, thoughts & emotions...

 

How can you overcome these....

 

Feed back 

Media & You
Things you can do to help to develop positive

body image and lesten body dissastisfaction  

Restri
ct you

r time
 on

socal 
media

Unfollow / Blocktriggering content

Use positive affirmations

and mantras. Write

yourself positive notes /

voice notes to access when

you are thinking & feeling

negatively.

Seek out
 self es

teem &

body ima
ge boost

ing

content

Factors for increased risk of a developing a

negative body image

AGE

PERSONALITY TRAITS

GENDER
GENES & BODY

SHAPE

FRIENDS & FAMILY

LOW SELF ESTEEM

BULLYING / TEASING

Pop the kettle on 

PAUSE 

Let's take 30 minutes

"self love is not selfish"

"your greatest responsibility is to

love yourself and to know you are

enough"

ACCEPTING CHANGE

& SELF CARE
Your Body Is Amazing

Together let's have a

discussion about what

amazing things our bodies

do and can do

Positive Body Image
It's not just about loving your body but accepting

your body for what it is and appreciating the way it

works

It is also about accepting your body in

different variations, not just how it looks now

Our bodies are constantly changing and we

need to find a way to COPE!

TASK  -Size Estimation
What size we view our body is elastic....

This means that the view of ourselves changes depending on

what mood we are in, who we are with, where you are etc

When you focus on something intensely it appears

bigger than it is as our brain enlarges it - when

staring in the mirror at a part of our body we don't

like, it is likely that we are seeing it as bigger

than it actually is.  

What else do you think affects how you view

yourself? - Let's discuss



 Labelling - calling yourself names and believing them e.g I'm a fat cow/I am puny 

Awfulising - 'it's awful thoughts' e.g My thighs are disgusting 

Mind Reading - People will think.... 

Wishful thinking - 'if only' thoughts e.g 'if only I could lose weight I would be

happier' 

Beauty + beat thinking - Because they're this, I'm that thoughts e.g She is so

thin, I must be fat...They're so muscly I'm skinny...they have long legs, I'm short

Low frustration tolerance - Not being able to cope with weight comments - 'if

anyone comments on my weight I can't stand it’  

 

TAKE a big BREATHE & say something nice about yourself

STOP!! Notice & Challenge negative self body talk

STOP - Notice & Think

I notice I am having a negative thought about my body

- what type of thought is it i.e. awfulising etc

WHAT brought it on...?

say to yourself what brought this thought on?

 or what triggered this thought?

One thing I value about myself is......

Bodily Changes over the course of a lifetime

 

Loving ourselves 

What does it mean to

love ourselves?

What is Self care?

Self-love is a state of appreciation for oneself

that grows from actions that support our physical,

psychological and spiritual growth. Self-love

means having a high regard for your own well-being

and happiness. Self-love means taking care of your

own needs and not sacrificing your well-being to

please others. Self-love means not settling for

less than you deserve.

"Self Love" - Definition

Brain & Behaviour Foundation (2020) 

Developing your tool box of self care

Breathework
Mindfulness Body

Scan and chant of Om

Let's start right NOW!
Any Questions??

Please complete your evaluation


